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Abstract
A classic result, originally due to Kluberg-Stern and Zuber, states that operators
that vanish by the classical equation of motion (eom) do not mix into “physi-
cal” operators. Here we show that and explain why this result does not hold in
soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) for the renormalization of power-suppressed
operators. We calculate the non-vanishing mixing of eom operators for the sim-
plest case of N -jet operators with a single collinear field in every direction. The
result implies that—for the computation of the anomalous dimension but not for
on-shell matrix elements—there exists a preferred set of fields that must be used
to reproduce the infrared singularities of QCD scattering amplitudes. We identify
these fields and explain their relation to the gauge-invariant SCET Lagrangian.
Further checks reveal another generic property of SCET beyond leading power,
which will be relevant to resummation at the next-to-leading logarithmic level, the
divergence of convolution integrals with the hard matching coefficients. We pro-
pose an operator solution that allows to consistently renormalize such divergences.
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1 Introduction
Operators that vanish by the classical equation of motion (eom) are usually considered
redundant in the construction of an operator basis for an effective field theory (EFT)
because the EFT is only designed to reproduce the on-shell scattering amplitudes of the
low-energy degrees of freedom. Indeed, eom operators do not affect on-shell S-matrix
elements (see e.g. [1, 2]), including infrared (IR) divergent matrix elements, provided
the IR divergences are logarithmic [1]. This is closely related to the fact that quantum
fields provide a highly redundant representation of the S-matrix, which remains invariant
under a large class of field redefinitions in writing the action of the theory.
Moreover, a well-known result due to Kluberg-Stern and Zuber [3] states that eom
operators (also termed “class II”) do not mix into physical (“class I”) operators under
renormalization (see also [1,4] and [5–8] for other aspects of the statement), which implies
a triangular structure of the operator anomalous dimension matrix (ADM). This does not
mean that eom operators can always be ignored in ADM computations. For example, if
an off-shellness is employed to regulate IR divergences, or if, in the case of gauge theories,
an IR regulator is used that breaks gauge invariance, counterterms proportional to eom
operators may be necessary to remove subdivergences (see, for instance, [9]). However, in
the final ADM, the eom operators still mix only among themselves and do not influence
the evolution of the couplings of the physical operators. Given the relation to field
redefinitions, the triangular structure of the ADM is required by the consistency of the
EFT since otherwise the ADM of the physical operators would depend on the arbitrary
field representation employed to compute the S-matrix.
The scattering amplitudes of massless particles in gauge theories exhibit IR singular-
ities due to the emission and loops of soft and collinear particles. In dimensional regu-
larization (space-time dimension d = 4 − 2), contrary to ultraviolet (UV) divergences,
a double 1/2 pole appears at the one-loop order, and up to 1/2n at the nth loop order.
Referring to QCD in the following, the EFT that describes the high-energy scattering of
massless partons (quarks and gluons) is soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [10–13].
The IR divergences of the QCD S-matrix appear as UV divergences of certain collinear
field operators in SCET [14]. Hence, the study of IR divergences and resummation of
large IR logarithms in QCD can be phrased as an operator-mixing and renormalization-
group problem in SCET.
This is well understood at leading power (LP) in the EFT expansion and has found
many applications in collider physics. In this context, the expansion parameter of the
EFT is defined as follows. Let Q be the scale of a hard process that involves a number of
jets. The typical transverse momentum p⊥ ∼ Qλ of partons within a jet defines the power
counting parameter λ 1 of SCET. The collinear modes within a jet can interact with
other jets through the exchange of soft modes with momentum k ∼ Qλ2, which preserve
the virtuality of collinear modes within jets. While the SCET Lagrangian beyond the
leading power has been known for a long time [12, 13] and the first systematic study of
power-suppressed effects and their factorization has been undertaken in the early days of
SCET for the production of a single jet of hadrons in semi-leptonic B-meson decay [15],
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a more complete investigation of SCET beyond LP has started only recently [16–26]. In
particular, the ADM of N -jet operators at next-to-leading power (NLP) O(λ, λ2) has
been computed at the one-loop order [22,23].1
In this work, we show that the ADM of N -jet operators at sub-leading power in SCET
violates the Kluber-Stern-Zuber (KSZ) theorem. In other words, we demonstrate that
eom operators mix into physical operators. The mixing is in fact required to reproduce
the IR divergences of QCD amplitudes from SCET. We explain where the proof of KSZ
fails, why—contrary to the statements in the first two paragraphs of this introduction—
SCET is nevertheless a sensible EFT of QCD. We discuss several checks. They reveal
another generic property of SCET beyond LP, which, although it has appeared in some
applications [30,31], has not yet been fully recognized: the divergence of the convolution
integrals of hard coefficient functions with the SCET matrix element. We provide a
rearrangement of the operator basis of O(λ) operators that can be consistently renor-
malized in the presence of singular convolutions with hard-matching coefficients. In the
subsequent presentation we explain these issues, which are of interest from a general
quantum-field theoretic point of view, in the simplest case. A complete treatment of
SCET operator mixing at NLP including O(λ2) mixing, as is relevant to NLP resumma-
tion at next-to-leading logarithmic accuracy, based on the techniques developed here is
quite involved. We leave this to a longer and more technical paper [32].
2 Lorentz invariance implies soft mixing
That something peculiar is going on with operator mixing in SCET beyond LP can be
inferred from the following simple consideration. A LP N -jet operator is a product of
N collinear fields from {W †kξk, ξ¯kWk,W †k [iDµ⊥kWk]} ≡ {χk, χ¯k,Aµ⊥k}, representing the
collinear-gauge-invariant collinear quark, antiquark and gluon fields, respectively, where
k = 1, . . . N specifies the well-separated directions of the N jets.2 The ADM of these
operators up to the two-loop order has the form
Γ = −γcusp(αs)
∑
k<j
Tk ·Tj ln
(−skj
µ2
)
+
∑
k
γk(αs) (1)
in colour-operator notation [33] and for all out-going momenta pk at the operator vertex,
skj = 2pk · pj + i0, k, j = 1 . . . N . Here γcusp is the universal cusp anomalous dimension,
while γk are the contributions to the anomalous dimension associated to each collinear
direction k. For an N -particle scattering amplitude with exactly one line in every direc-
tion, it is natural to align the light-like vectors nk− with the momentum pk such that
pµk = (nk+pk)n
µ
k−/2. In this case the above anomalous dimension is exact to all orders in
the power expansion, in the sense that it generates the IR divergences of the full QCD
amplitude, since operators with transverse derivatives have vanishing matrix elements.
1An early computation of the matching coefficient and renormalization of a particular O(λ) sup-
pressed operator relevant to exclusive and semi-inclusive B-meson decays can be found in [27–29].
2Notation here and below as in [22,23].
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However, it is equally possible to slightly misalign the reference vectors nk− defining
the collinear directions k, provided that the components of pk scale as (nk+p, p⊥k, nk−p) ∼
(1, λ, λ2). Lorentz invariance implies that the anomalous dimension remains as in (1),
but the power expansion of SCET requires that it should be expanded for this situation.
Defining
s
(0)
kj =
1
2
(nk−nj−)(nk+pk)(nj+pj) , (2)
skj = s
(0)
kj + (nk+pk)(nk−p⊥j) + (nj+pj)(nj−p⊥k) +O(λ2) , (3)
we find
Γ = −γcusp(αs)
∑
k<j
Tk ·Tj ln
(
−s(0)kj
µ2
)
+
∑
k
γk(αs)
− γcusp(αs)
∑
k 6=j
Tk ·Tj 2nj−p⊥k
(nk−nj−)(nk+pk)
+O(λ2) . (4)
The O(λ) term in the second line implies non-vanishing operator mixing of the LP N -
jet operator into NLP N -jet operators with an additional derivative i∂µ⊥k acting on one
of the collinear building blocks. The corresponding one-loop anomalous dimension in
notation as in (2.17) of [23] is given by
γkjPiQi =
αs
pi
Tk ·Tj
nµj−δki
(nk−nj−)(ni+pi)
+ (k ↔ j) , (5)
where3 Pi = J
A0
1 . . . J
T1
i . . . J
A0
N is an N -jet operator with LP building blocks J
A0
j ∈
{χj, χ¯j,Aµ⊥j} for j 6= i, and a time-ordered product with a sub-leading power soft-
collinear Lagrangian interaction L(1)i (x) at order λ,
JT1i (ti) ≡ i
∫
d4xT
{
JA0i (ti),L(1)i (x)
}
, (6)
for j = i. Furthermore, Qi = J
A0
1 . . . J
A1µ
i . . . J
A0
N is an O(λ) suppressed current operator
with4 JA1µi (ti) ≡ i∂µ⊥iJA0i (tini+). In the notation of [22, 23], this corresponds to the
operator mixing
JT1i (ti)→ JA1µi (ti) , (7)
through a soft loop. However, it was shown by explicit computation [22,23] that no such
soft mixing exists, in contradiction with the above conclusion.
3The total anomalous dimension is obtained after summing over indices k and j with k < j. This
leads to the requirement that γkjPiQi must be symmetrized in k and j. For i 6= i′ we find γ
kj
PiQi′
= 0.
4In the following we focus on a collinear quark in the i direction unless otherwise specified. In
the latter case we explicitly indicate the collinear building block in the subscript, e.g. JA1µAν⊥i (ti) =
i∂µ⊥iAν⊥i(tini+) for a gluon building block.
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The correctness of (5) follows from another argument. Lorentz invariance is broken in
SCET by the reference vectors nk−, but the implications of Lorentz invariance are instead
encoded in reparameterization invariance (RPI) under changes of the arbitrary reference
vectors [34]. Without loss of generality (due to the dipole structure of the anomalous
dimension at one loop), we consider N = 2 and focus on the power-suppressed operators
in the i-direction and i < j. RPI invariance implies that J (A0,A0) and J (A1,A0) must
appear in the combination∫
dsdtC(A0,A0)(t, s) χ¯j(snj+)Γ
[
1 +
2t
ni−nj−
nj− · ∂⊥i
]
χi(tni+) , (8)
where Γ is some Dirac matrix. In momentum space, the factor of t is transformed into the
derivative (−i)∂/∂ni+pi acting on the momentum-space coefficient C(A0,A0)(ni+pi, nj+pj),
and the hard matching coefficients of J (A0,A0) and J (A1,A0) are therefore related as
C(A1,A0)µ(ni+pi, nj+pj) =
−2nµj−
ni−nj−
∂
∂ni+pi
C(A0,A0)(ni+pi, nj+pj) . (9)
This equation implies the renormalization group equation
d
d lnµ
C(A1,A0)µ(ni+pi, nj+pj) = −
[
γcusp(αs)Ti ·Tj ln
−s(0)ij
µ2
+ γi
]
C(A1,A0)µ(ni+pi, nj+pj)
+ γcusp(αs)Ti ·Tj
2nµj−
(ni−nj−)ni+pi
C(A0,A0)(ni+pi, nj+pj) (10)
for the coefficient function of the power-suppressed operator, as can be derived by ap-
plying ∂/∂ni+pi to the LP evolution equation. The inhomogeneous term implies O(λ)
mixing into the J (A1,A0) operator with anomalous dimension given by (5).
By performing on-shell one-loop matching of the QCD amplitude 〈q¯(pi)q(pj)|J(0)|0〉
of the quark-antiquark current J(0) = ψ¯ Γψ to SCET, one can check that the coun-
terterm related to the mixing anomalous dimension is indeed required to reproduce in
SCET the IR divergence of the on-shell QCD amplitude. Besides, one finds that this
IR divergence appears in the soft region of the off-shell regulated QCD amplitude. We
therefore conclude that there must exist soft mixing in SCET that is not captured by
the conventional methods of computing operator mixing.
3 Soft mixing from eom operators
Before we discuss eom operators, let us briefly review the computation of soft mixing
in [22, 23]. Computations with the position-space SCET Lagrangian [13, 23] yield a
rather simple result for the soft one-loop integrals. At O(λ) there are only two relevant
Lagrangian insertions, L(1)ξi and L
(1)
YMi
.5 In both cases, the structure of the soft-collinear
5The O(λ) suppressed coupling of soft quark fields to collinear fields is not relevant here, since it
appears first at this order. The effect that we discuss in this section requires that there is a non-vanishing
LP coupling.
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Figure 1: Soft loop with a single insertion of the sub-leading power Lagrangian Lˆ(1)ξi ,
that gives rise to mixing of the time-ordered product JT1 into JA1. The three lines on
the left symbolize possible further collinear directions, not present in our example.
coupling is the same, so in what follows we focus on
L(1)ξi = ξ¯i
(
xµ⊥in
ν
i−Wi gsF
s
µνW
†
i
) n/i+
2
ξi . (11)
The loop amplitude of the leading power operator with a single insertion of (11) (see
Figure 1) is
2ig2s Ti ·Tj uqΓvp (nj+q)(ni+p)µ2
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
(nj−p⊥i)(ni−k)− (ni−nj−)(p⊥ik)
k2 (p2 − ni+p ni−k)2 (q2 + nj+q nj−k)
. (12)
Performing the tensor decomposition of the corresponding integral with numerator kµ,
we note that the loop momentum k in the numerator can be replaced by either nµi− or
nµj−. In the former case, the result is zero, since by definition n
2
i− = 0 and ni−p⊥i = 0. In
the latter case, the two terms in the numerator cancel. This implies that at O(λ) there
is no mixing of time-ordered product with the above Lagrangian into the JA1 operator.
The gauge-invariant form (11) was obtained from the original SCET Lagrangian after
a particular field redefinition. The original Lagrangian, which follows from the expansion
of the QCD fields in the collinear and soft momentum region, reads [12]
Lˆ(1)ξi = ξ¯i
(
i /D⊥i
1
ini+Di
gs /As⊥i + gs /As⊥i
1
ini+Di
i /D⊥i + [(x⊥i∂)(gsni−As)]
)
n/i+
2
ξi . (13)
Here, (above) and below all soft fields As without explicit argument are evaluated at
xµi− =
1
2
ni+xn
µ
i−, and iDi = i∂ + gsAi(x) +
1
2
gsni−As ni+ where Ai is the collinear gauge
field for direction i. In the following, we focus on the abelian case to avoid unnecessary
complications, and then return to non-abelian gauge symmetry in Section 6. For the
abelian case the field redefinition reads explicitly [13]
ξi → (1 + igsx⊥iAs)ξi . (14)
The difference between the Lagrangians (13) and (11) is given by the eom Lagrangian
∆L(1)ξi ≡ Lˆ
(1)
ξi
− L(1)ξi = ξ¯i
[
igsx⊥iAs, ini−Di + i /D⊥i
1
ini+Di
i /D⊥i
]
n/i+
2
ξi
5
= ξ¯i igsx⊥iAs
δS
(0)
ξi
δξ¯i
+ h.c. , (15)
where
S
(0)
ξi
=
∫
ddxL(0)ξi , L
(0)
ξi
= ξ¯i
(
ini−Di + i /D⊥i
1
ini+Di
i /D⊥i
)
n/i+
2
ξi (16)
is the leading-power action. The eom Lagrangian ∆L(1)ξi does not contribute to on-
shell matrix elements. For example, the diagram shown in Figure 1 is proportional to
(p2)− in d dimensions. For the on-shell matrix element one performs the limit p2 → 0
before taking the limit  → 0. The rules of dimensional regularization then imply that
(p2)− → 0, in which case the eom Lagrangian gives rise to a scaleless integral that
vanishes.
However, in order to extract the anomalous dimension from the UV divergences of the
amplitude, one uses a small off-shellness of the external states. In practice, this means
that one takes the limit → 0 first to extract the UV divergence, and then p2 → 0, while
the order of limits is opposite when computing genuine on-shell matrix elements. The
limit p2 → 0 must exist for the anomalous dimension to be well-defined as has indeed
been found [14,22,23].
We now consider the same diagram as before, but with insertion of Lˆ(1)ξi from (13),
and find
2ig2 Ti ·Tj uqΓvp (nj+q)(ni+p)µ2
∫
ddk
(2pi)d
1
k2 (p2 − ni+p ni−k)2 (q2 + nj+q nj−k)
×
[
−(nj−p⊥i) p
2
ni+p
+
{
(nj−p⊥i)(ni−k)− (ni−nj−)(p⊥ik)
}]
=
αs
pi
Ti ·Tj uqΓvp nj− · p⊥i
(ni−nj−)ni+p
(
−µ2s(0)ij
p2q2
)(
1

+O(0)
)
. (17)
The last two terms in the curly bracket in the second line reproduce the amplitude (12)
obtained with the SCET Lagrangian insertion (11). The first term is, however, different.
Naively, it would not be expected to contribute in the on-shell limit p2 → 0. However,
the integral in the first line is proportional to 1/ × 1/(p2)1+ (see [23], Appendix B).
Therefore this term survives in the limit p2 → 0 and contributes to the anomalous
dimension if the expansion in  is done first as is required in this case.
The result (17) contains a UV divergent contribution proportional to the JA1 opera-
tor. To cancel it, we need the counterterm
δZkjPiQi =
αs
2pi
Tk ·Tj
nµj−δki
(nk−nj−)ni+pi
+ (k ↔ j) . (18)
In our specific example with N = 2 we have Pi = χ¯i′ΓJ
T1
i and Qi = χ¯i′ΓJ
A1µ
i (where
i′ = 2 for i = 1 and vice versa) and after summing over all contributions kj = 12, 21
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according to (2.14) in [23], which gives a factor of two, we find that the counterterm (18)
cancels the divergence in (17). The result holds also for the case of open spin and color
indices, which is straightforward in color operator notation, and does not get modified
in the non-abelian case (see Section 6). Furthermore, it can be generalized to more than
two jets (N > 2), the only change being that Pi and Qi are given by the N -jet operators
defined below (5). Finally, the counterterm (18) yields an additional contribution when
matching to the corresponding QCD current, that is precisely of the form required to
reproduce the IR divergences up to O(λ).
The counterterm (18) gives precisely the missing contribution (5) to the soft anoma-
lous dimension. Hence we have shown that, contrary to conventional wisdom, the eom
operator (15), which produces the first term in (17), mixes into physical operators. More-
over, it is the Lagrangian (13) rather than (11) that reproduces the IR divergences of the
full QCD amplitude. This raises two fundamental questions: How is the KSZ theorem
violated? What determines which Lagrangian or field representation of SCET is the
one that correctly reproduces QCD in the IR, when employing an off-shell regulator to
extract the anomalous dimension?
4 Violation of the Kluberg-Stern-Zuber theorem
The fact that the renormalization of an eom operator (the part of the time-ordered
product JT1i containing ∆L(1)ξi ) requires to introduce a counterterm proportional to a
physical operator (here JA1µi ) contradicts the statement that eom operators do not mix
into physical operators. In the following, we summarize and adapt to our case the main
points of the proof of this statement [3], which we refer to as the KSZ theorem. We then
show how one of the assumptions is violated in SCET.
Consider an action S[χi] that depends on a set of fields {χi}. A general eom operator
can be written as
∂SF (x) ≡
∫
ddy
δS
δχi(y)
Ki(y, x)F (x) , (19)
where F [χi](x) ≡ F (x) is a local operator (e.g χ21 or χ1∂µχ2), and Ki(y, x) are arbitrary
c-number kernels (e.g. δ(d)(x− y) or ∂µδ(d)(x− y)). A summation over all types of fields
i is implied. In the following we leave this summation implicit, e.g. Jχ ≡ Jiχi. The
generating functional is
Z[J,X, Y ] = eiW [J,X,Y ] =
∫
Dχ eiS+i
∫
x(Jχ+X∂SF+Y F ) , (20)
where sources X(x) and Y (x) are introduced to generate single insertions of ∂SF and
F , respectively, and Dχ encompasses the integration over all fields. We also use the
shorthand
∫
x
≡ ∫ ddx.
By performing the field redefinition χ(y)→ χ′(y) = χ(y)− ∫
x
K(y, x)F (x)X(x) and
using Dχ = Dχ′ one finds Z[J,X, 0] = Z[J, 0, Y¯ [J,X]] + O(X2) where Y¯ [J,X](x) =
7
Γ∂SF
K
ΓFΓ
Figure 2: Diagrammatic representation of (23). See text for details.
− ∫
y
J(y)K(y, x)X(x). After taking a functional derivative and setting X = 0, this
yields the Ward identity for eom operators,
δW
δX(x)
∣∣∣
X=Y=0
= −
∫
y
J(y)K(y, x)
δW
δY (x)
∣∣∣
X=Y=0
. (21)
For the one particle irreducible (1PI) effective action (21) gives
Γ∂SF =
∫
y
(
δΓ
δχ(y)
K(y, x)
δW
δY (x)
) ∣∣∣
X=Y=0
=
∫
y
(
δΓ
δχ(y)
∣∣∣
X=Y=0
)
K(y, x)ΓF (x) ≡ ∂ΓΓF . (22)
This equation is still valid for arbitrary χ, so we can generate relations for n-point,
amputated, 1PI Green functions by taking derivatives with respect to χ. Integrating
over x on both sides, assuming K = K(y − x) (we depart from this choice later), and
going to momentum space implies∫
x
Γ1PI∂SF (x)(p1, . . . , pn) =
n∑
r=0
∑
{i1,...,ir}
⊂{1,...,n}
∫
p
Γ1PI(pi1 , . . . , pir , p)
×K(p)× Γ1PIF (p)(pir+1, . . . , pin), (23)
where Γ1PI(p1, . . . , pn) are 1PI n-point functions, and Γ
1PI
O (p1, . . . , pn) are 1PI n-point
functions with an insertion of O. Diagrammatically this implies factorization of the n-
point function with insertion of the eom operator (19) into a 1PI graph containing an
insertion of F and a usual 1PI graph without any insertion, as illustrated in Figure 2.
The left diagram shows the left-hand side of (23) for n = 8, and the right one shows
one contribution to the right-hand side for r = 3. The blobs may contain an arbitrary
number of loops. As is apparent from Figure 2, the integration over p does not count
as a loop: for Γ1PI(pi1 , . . . , pir , p) = (2pi)
dδ(d)(pi1 + · · · + pir + p)Γ˜1PI(pi1 , . . . , pir , p) the
integration is removed and p = −(pi1 + · · ·+ pir) is fixed by momentum conservation.
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To prove the KSZ theorem, we proceed recursively in the number of loops. We
expand (22) in the number of loops,
Γ
(L)
∂SF
=
L∑
`=0
∂Γ(`)Γ
(L−`)
F (24)
and we assume that counterterms have been added to the action to make all 1PI functions
finite at loop order 0, . . . , L− 1. Then the remaining divergences at the L-loop order are
Γ
(L),div
∂SF
= ∂Γ(0)Γ
(L),div
F + ∂Γ(L),divΓ
(0)
F . (25)
Further, we assume that K×F contains a suppression in the power-counting parameter
λ (or in general, by some EFT power counting parameter 1/Λ). Then, Γ has to contain
at least one power less than Γ∂SF . Therefore, we can assume (in an extra recursion in
powers of λ, or 1/Λ) that Γ(L) is already rendered finite. Hence, only the first term
contributes, and Γ(0) = S implies that
Γ
(L),div
∂SF
= ∂SΓ
(L),div
F . (26)
Consequently, we can remove the L-loop divergences by adding to the action a term of
the form
∑
F ′ Z
(L)
FF ′∂SF
′. Here S already contains counterterms up to order L− 1. If one
assumes that Γ
(L),div
F and K(p) are polynomials in the momenta (i.e. local divergences),
then ∂SΓ
(L),div
F is an eom operator. It follows that only eom operators ∂SF
′ are required
to renormalize 1PI Green functions with a single insertion of ∂SF , which proves the
theorem.
Now we return to the question of why the KSZ theorem is violated for the soft mixing
computation in SCET. In the case of interest the relevant eom operator corresponds to
Kµ(y, x) = −ixµ⊥iδ(d)(y − x) and
F µ(x) = T
{
JA0i , gsA
µ
s (xi−)ξi(x)
}
(27)
(together with the corresponding hermitian-conjugated terms), which means that, due
to the factor xµ⊥i in the kernel, a derivative of the momentum-space 1PI Green function
appears in (23), which now reads∫
x
Γ1PI∂SF (x)(p1, . . . , pn) =
n∑
r=0
∑
{i1,...,ir}
⊂{1,...,n}
∫
p
Γ1PI(pi1 , . . . , pir , p)
× ∂
∂pµ⊥i
Γ1PIFµ(p)(pir+1, . . . , pin) . (28)
In the example with two collinear directions i, j discussed in the previous section, n = 2,
and the only contribution comes from r = 1, because there is no one-point function
generated by Γ1PI. The above identity then takes the form∫
x
Γ1PI∂SF (x)(p, q) =
∫
p˜
Γ1PI(p, p˜)
∂
∂p˜µ⊥i
Γ1PIFµ(p˜)(q). (29)
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To obtain the contribution relevant to the example at order αs, we need to insert the two-
point tree-level function Γ1PItree(p, p˜) and the one-point one-loop function with an insertion
of (27), Γ1PI,1−loopFµ(p) (q), whose explicit forms are
6
Γ1PItree(p, p˜) =
p2
ni+p
(2pi)dδ(d)(p− p˜) ,
Γ1PI,1−loopFµ(p˜) (q) = −
αs
4pi
1
2
Ti ·Tj
(
ni+p˜nj+q (ni−nj−)µ2
−2p˜2q2
) 2nµj−
(ni−nj−)
. (30)
The integral over p˜ is trivial in this case and after expanding in  we find a divergent part
that can only be renormalized by introducing a counterterm proportional to the physical
operator JA1µi , in line with the previous explicit computation. Indeed, the divergent 1/
part of (29) takes the form∫
x
Γ1PI,div∂SF (x)(p, q) ∝
p2
ni+p
× ∂
∂pµ⊥i
Γ1PI,divFµ(p) (q)︸ ︷︷ ︸
∝(p2)−/2
(31)
at the one-loop order. The first factor p2 on the right-hand side corresponds to the
contribution from ∂S in Γ
div
∂SF
= ∂SΓ
div
F , that—in the familiar cases, such as QCD—
would ensure that only eom counterterms are required to renormalize the eom operator.
However, since in SCET ΓdivF ∝ log(p2)/ and K(p) ∼ ∂/∂p⊥ are not polynomials in
the momenta, the assumption of locality in the KSZ proof is violated, and counterterms
proportional to physical operators may be required. We conclude that the KSZ theorem
is violated due to the momentum derivative coming from the xµ⊥ term in the Lagrangian,
which in turn arises from the multipole expansion, and because ΓdivF has a logarithmic
dependence on p2 instead of polynomial dependence since in SCET double poles in 1/
appear already at one loop.
5 Uniqueness and preferred fields
The violation of the KSZ theorem raises the question, which eom operators should be
included in the derivation of the SCET anomalous dimensions. For example, in the
usual situation any multiple of ∆L(1)ξi could be added to the Lagrangian. In SCET,
however, while not affecting the bare on-shell matrix elements, this would change the
anomalous dimension by an arbitrary amount. In other words, there exists a preferred
set of SCET fields which gives the correct anomalous dimension and reproduces the IR
singular behaviour of QCD. Apparently, the preferred set of fields is the one in which
the Lagrangian takes the form (13), despite not being manifestly gauge-invariant.
The Lagrangian (13) is obtained from full QCD by separating fields into collinear
and soft, and by performing the multipole expansion of the soft fields without using the
6Omitting the Dirac structure, which is trivial, since the relevant vertices are spin-independent.
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equations of motion [12]. It therefore faithfully and directly reproduces the diagrammatic
expansion in the method-of-region sense [35] of the QCD amplitudes in the collinear
and soft regions on- or off-shell. The preferred set of fields is therefore these “original
fields” that construct the soft-collinear expansion of the off-shell QCD amplitudes. Since
the SCET Lagrangian is not renormalized in any order of perturbation theory [12], the
corresponding Lagrangian can easily be constructed to any desired order in the expansion
in λ.
To sum up this discussion, the violation of the KSZ theorem implies that indeed there
is a preferred set of fields to compute the anomalous dimensions of power-suppressed N -
jet operators in SCET, at least when the UV singularities are extracted by calculating
the amplitudes with off-shell IR regulators, as is usually done. The fields are uniquely
fixed by the requirement to reproduce the off-shell amplitudes of QCD at tree-level due
to the non-renormalization of SCET. The mixing of the eom operators into physical op-
erators generates additional counterterm vertices proportional to the physical operators
that must be taken into account in SCET calculations (see Section 7 and Figure 4 be-
low). However, once the counterterms and anomalous dimensions are determined, eom
operators are no longer needed, field redefinition may be performed, and any Lagrangian
(for instance, either (11) or (13)) obtained in this way can be used to compute on-shell
amplitudes in SCET, since the insertion of eom operators into on-shell amplitudes gives
scaleless integrals. Only the tree-level diagrams with the above-determined counterterm
vertices are not scaleless, and must be included, in order to reproduce correctly the IR
singularities of the full QCD amplitude.
6 Extension of soft mixing to the non-abelian case
It is quite cumbersome to write down the Lagrangian and eom terms in the “original
fields” for the non-abelian theory including the Yang-Mills Lagrangian, and, in fact, this
has never been done. In this section, we devise a method that side-steps this issue. It is
enough to know the field redefinition that connects the fields in the gauge-invariant form
of the Lagrangian to the “original fields”. Both the gauge-invariant Lagrangian and field
redefinition can be constructed from [13]. This method allows us to efficiently compute
the additional eom contributions to soft mixing, also at O(λ2) [32].
We discriminate between two sets of field variables for each collinear direction: the
original collinear quark ξˆ and gluon Aˆc fields that transform under soft gauge transfor-
mations as
ξˆ → Us(x)ξˆ, Aˆc → Us(x)AˆcUs(x)† (32)
and the redefined fields7 ξ and Ac, which transform homogeneously in λ as
ξ → Us(x−)ξ, Ac → Us(x−)AcUs(x−)† . (33)
For quantities expressed in terms of the fields ξ and Ac soft gauge invariance is manifest
at every order in λ. When computing on-shell S-matrix elements, both sets of fields
7Note that compared to [13], the hatted and un-hatted fields are interchanged.
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can be used. Indeed, the field operators are auxiliary quantities, and physical S-matrix
elements do not depend on field redefinitions. Nevertheless, as seen above, this is not
the case when keeping a (small) off-shellness on the external lines in order to extract UV
divergences. We refer to these quantities as off-shell regulated S-matrix elements.
From the practical point of view, it is desirable to use the redefined fields, such that
the sub-leading power Lagrangian as well as the N -jet operator basis, are manifestly
gauge invariant at every order in λ [13,21]. On the other hand, to extract the anomalous
dimension, the off-shell regulator requires the use of Green functions generated from the
original fields. We now derive a relation that allows us to calculate the latter in terms
of special Green functions of redefined fields.
We can express the original fields in terms of the redefined fields through relations of
the form
ξˆ = F [ξ, Ac] = ξ + λF
(1)[ξ, Ac] + λ
2F (2)[ξ, Ac] +O(λ3) ,
Aˆc = G[ξ, Ac] = Ac + λG
(1)[ξ, Ac] + λ
2G(2)[ξ, Ac] +O(λ3) , (34)
where we keep λ as a book-keeping parameter. Ref. [13] gives implicit all-order in λ
relations between the ξ, Ac and ξˆ, Aˆc fields in terms of a soft Wilson line from x
µ
− to x
µ
and a collinear Wilson line. Expanding these relations we obtain
F (1)[ξ, Ac] = igsx⊥As(x−)ξ ,
G(1)µ[ξ, Ac] = [igsx⊥As(x−), Aµc ] +
1
2
nµ+
(
Wcx
ν
⊥n−ρF
νρ
s W
†
c − xν⊥n−ρF νρs
)
. (35)
The field redefinition for n+Ac is fixed only up to residual gauge transformation and the
above relations hold only for a specific, non-covariant gauge choice. In practice, we want
to use a covariant gauge fixing in the original fields to ensure that the SCET LSZ Z-
factor of the collinear fields as well as the MS field renormalization factor does not receive
any O(λ) contribution at one-loop,8 such that the LSZ Z-factor remains the same with
the above field redefinition. This choice allows to directly compare the on-shell Green
functions computed with the original fields to those computed with the redefined fields.9
At leading power, this corresponds to the gauge fixing adopted in [23]. However, after
expressing the gauge-fixing Lagrangian in terms of the new fields, new O(λ) collinear-soft
gluon interactions appear. These do not contribute to diagrams with a single insertion
of the O(λ) contribution to the gauge-fixing Lagrangian with one or several collinear
external particles, as will be considered below. For the detailed discussion of gauge
invariance and the construction of the field redefinition we therefore refer to [32].
8Since purely collinear interactions are O(λ0), power-suppressed contributions to the two-point func-
tion of collinear fields can only arise via soft loops. In section 3.2.1 of [23] it was shown that, at one-loop
order, such contributions vanish, even in presence of an off-shell regulator.
9On-shell S-matrix elements do not depend on specific fields used to construct the theory, however the
on-shell amputated Green functions may be different for different sets of fields, if the field redefinition
affects LSZ Z-factors.
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We expand the full collinear Lagrangian in λ in terms of the original fields, and
alternatively in terms of the redefined fields,
Lˆ[ξˆ, Aˆc] =
∑
n
λnLˆ(n)[ξˆ, Aˆc], L[ξ, Ac] =
∑
n
λnL(n)[ξ, Ac] . (36)
The terms L(n) are manifestly gauge invariant order by order in λ [13]. Even though the
individual terms differ, the sum over all terms satisfies L[ξ, Ac] = Lˆ[ξˆ, Aˆc].
For computing the off-shell regulated S-matrix elements, we need to consider Green
functions of the original fields. Taking the λ-derivative of the appropriate generating
functional with respect to the book-keeping parameter, and then formally setting λ = 0,
generates the O(λ) time-ordered product insertion. Besides, we take functional deriva-
tives with respect to the appropriate sources to generate the insertion of the current J
and the fields in the Green function of interest. Expressing the generating functional in
terms of either the original or the redefined fields gives10
〈0|T{J (0)
(
i
∫
x
Lˆ(1)
)
ξˆ(p1) · · · ξˆ(pn)}|0〉 = 〈0|T{J (0)
(
i
∫
x
L(1)) ξ(p1) · · · ξ(pn)}|0〉
+
∑n
r=1〈0|T{J (0)ξ(p1) · · · ξ(pr) · · · ξ(pn)}|0〉
∣∣∣
ξ(pr)→F (1)(pr)
. (37)
This relation expresses the content of the Ward identity for eom operators. It can be
trivially extended to Green functions with gluon fields, conjugated collinear quark fields
as well as additional fields in other collinear directions.
The left-hand side corresponds to the Green function that must be used to extract
the anomalous dimension. Instead, it is more efficient to use the sum of terms on the
right. The first term after the equality sign corresponds to diagrams with a single
insertion of the manifestly gauge-invariant Lagrangian L(1), which vanishes [23]. The
second line corresponds to replacing one of the fields that generate the external lines by
the composite operator F (1). These terms yield the mixing of the time-ordered product
into the JA1 current. For Green functions with collinear gluons, one has to replace F (1)
by G(1) for every gluon field appearing.
We now return to the explicit computation of mixing of the time-ordered products
at O(λ) into the JA1 currents, and generalize the previous treatment to the non-abelian
case making use of the Ward identity (37). The Feynman rules for the contribution
from the insertion of F (1) or G(1) for an external outgoing collinear antiquark or gluon,
respectively, to the off-shell regulated S-matrix element are given by
← k
ց p′
ւ p
Aµas
vcp
F (1) igst
aXµ⊥
p2
n+p
/n+
2
vcp , (38)
10For SCET current operators composed of gauge-invariant collinear building blocks evaluated at
x = 0, the field redefinition becomes trivial. Therefore, there is no need to discriminate between J (0)
and Jˆ (0).
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χi
s
χ¯j
L(1)
χi
s
χ¯j
F (1)
Figure 3: Diagrams that describe the mixing χ¯jJ
T1
χi
→ χ¯j[i∂µ⊥iχi] according to the Ward
identity (37).
← k
ց p′
ւ p
Aµas
Aνbc
ǫ∗ρc
G(1) gsf
abcp2
(
Xµ⊥g
νρ − 1
2
nν+n
ρ
+
n+p
Xλ⊥n
σ
−(kλδ
µ
σ − kσδµλ)
)
∗ρc . (39)
Here the cross denotes the external line, that is multiplied with the inverse free propa-
gator and the external spinor or polarization vector, respectively, as appropriate for the
off-shell regulated S-matrix element. The symbol Xµ⊥ denotes the momentum-derivative
on the momentum-conservation delta-function, and is defined as in (A.12) of [23].
Both vertices are proportional to p2, i.e. they vanish in the on-shell limit unless this
factor is cancelled by a factor 1/p2 coming from the diagram. This occurs for example in
one particle reducible (1PR) diagrams with a loop in the external line, for which F (1) or
G(1) are part of the loop. These are precisely the type of contributions that are cancelled
by the corresponding LSZ Z-factor related to the “composite” operator used to generate
the external states when computing on-shell matrix elements. In the present case, these
contributions vanish because when closing the soft gluon loop on the same collinear
direction, the leading-power soft interaction yields a factor of nµ−, which vanishes when
connecting the soft gluon to F (1) and G(1). This is in line with the observation that the
O(λ) corrections to the LSZ Z-factor vanish in dimensional regularization and ensures
that on-shell Green functions of the original or redefined fields are identical in covariant
gauges.
Another possibility is to connect the soft gluon to another collinear direction. In
this case, the momentum derivative contained in X⊥ produces a soft loop which is non-
vanishing, and contains a propagator with two powers as in (12), that can lead to the
factor 1/p2, which cancels the p2 from the vertex. This yields the contributions that we
obtained before from the explicit insertion of the eom Lagrangian.
The relevant diagrams for the mixing χ¯jJ
T1
χi
→ χ¯j[i∂µ⊥iχi] are shown in Figure 3. The
left diagram corresponds to the first line on right-hand side of (37) and it vanishes [23].
The right diagram contains the insertion of F (1), and yields the divergence that can be
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absorbed by a counterterm proportional to the JA1 operator. The corresponding contri-
bution to the soft anomalous dimension equals (5) obtained earlier. This confirms that
the method developed in this section is equivalent to the explicit use of the Lagrangian
with original fields, that is, it checks the Ward identity (37), and shows that the previous
result (5) is also valid for the non-abelian case. Similarly, for the collinear gluon building
block in the i direction and a collinear quark in the other direction (that is, j or k,
whichever is different from i), which requires using G(1), we find
γkjPiQi = g
ρσ
⊥i
αs
pi
Tk ·Tj
nµj−δki
(nk−nj−)ni+pi
+ (k ↔ j) , (40)
with Pi = J
A0
1 . . . J
T1
Aρ⊥i . . . J
A0
N and Qi = J
A0
1 . . . J
A1
[i∂µ⊥iAσ⊥i] . . . J
A0
N . In (40), we display
explicitly the open Lorentz indices ρ, σ, µ of the gluon building blocks in the i direction
for clarity, but leave implicit all open Lorentz or Dirac indices in the other collinear
directions. Altogether, γkjPiQi is diagonal in all these indices (including the i, k and j
direction), and (40) agrees with (5) when leaving also the indices of the building block
for the i direction implicit, that is, when suppressing the factor gρσ⊥i. Using this compact
notation, we find that the anomalous dimension for the case of a gluon building block in
both the k and the j directions has also a form identical to (5).
7 Collinear emission, mixing into B1 currents and
divergent convolutions
To check the consistency of the above results we consider the on-shell amplitude with an
additional transverse i-collinear gluon, 〈q¯(p1)q(q)g(p2)|J(0)|0〉, in QCD and its represen-
tation in SCET. Here J(0) = ψ¯ Γψ denotes a QCD quark-antiquark current, and p1, p2
are the i-collinear momenta of the anti-quark and gluon. To simplify the notation, we
restrict ourselves in this section to two collinear directions, i and j, and assume that the
power-suppression of the operator arises in the i-direction. Then, at O(λ), the collinear
fields for the j-direction always consist of the single χ¯j. We therefore simply write J
B1µ
for χ¯jΓJ
B1µ
i = χ¯jΓAµ⊥iχi. Similarly, JA1µ, JT1 etc. are understood to contain the factor
χ¯jΓ.
We first restrict ourselves to the abelian terms and focus on divergent terms of the
form 1/p2 × 1/, where p2 = (p1 + p2)2 is the virtuality of the collinear quark-gluon
pair. We then find, as was the case for the amplitude without extra emission, that
the sub-leading power eom Lagrangian ∆L(1)ξi (15) vanishes when inserted into the on-
shell amplitude, since the soft loop is scaleless. However, the counterterm δZJT1, JA1µ
(18) from mixing of ∆L(1)ξi into the JA1 operator contributes a 1/p2 × 1/ pole from
the one-particle reducible tree diagram with counterterm insertion. We find that this
contribution is precisely what is required to reproduce the divergence of the full QCD
amplitude in the limit p2 → 0.
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sχi
χ¯j
p1
p2
q
F (1) χi
s
χ¯j
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p2
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F (1)
s
χi
χ¯j
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q
δZ
Figure 4: Diagrams that describe a potential mixing JT1 → χ¯jAµ⊥iχi. Momenta are
outgoing. We omit diagrams with insertions of L(1), because they vanish.
The SCET calculation of this amplitude at O(λ) includes a term of the form∫ 1
0
dxC(A0,B1)(x) 〈q¯(q)q(p1)g(p2)|[χ¯jA⊥iχi](x)|0〉, (41)
representing the convolution of the matrix element of a B1-type operator in momentum
space with its hard QCD-to-SCET matching coefficient. The variable x is the fraction
of total i-collinear momentum carried by the gluon field in the operator. We find that
the convolution of the tree-level coefficient function with the one-loop matrix element
contributes to the above mentioned 1/p2 × 1/ pole from the part of the coefficient
function C(A0,B1)(x) which is proportional to 1/x. However, when the convolution is
performed after the matrix element is expanded in , as would be the standard procedure,
the convolution integral contains an unregulated divergence as x→ 0 and is ill-defined.
Instead, the convolution must be done before the matrix element is expanded in , in
which case one finds agreement with the full QCD calculation, as stated above.
This observation has important implications for the soft mixing through the eom La-
grangian into B1 operators. To extract the anomalous dimension, we evaluate the matrix
element of the time-ordered product operator in an external state with an additional,
transverse i-collinear gluon as above, but now each leg carries a small off-shellness.
We also return to the non-abelian theory. The relevant diagrams for soft mixing of
JT1 → JB1µ = χ¯jAµ⊥iχi are shown in Figure 4. Diagrams with insertions of L(1) are
already omitted, because they vanish [23]. The insertions of the vertices F (1) and G(1)
can appear only at the external lines according to the Ward identity (37). The second
diagram in Figure 4 actually vanishes, because no collinear gauge field appears in F (1);
see (38). The last diagram in Figure 4 is a 1PR tree-diagram with the insertion of the
counterterm δZJT1, JA1µ (18) at the operator vertex.
The soft loop diagrams are no longer scaleless in the presence of the off-shell regulator.
The 1/ pole of the soft contribution is proportional to 1/p2 i.e. it is non-local. It cannot
be absorbed into a counterterm constructed from the O(λ) SCET operators, which are
local except for the direction of the light-cone of collinear fields. It is also not possible
to interpret the divergence as mixing of non-local time-ordered products into themselves
as they have non-vanishing tree-level matrix elements only for external states with soft
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particles. It follows that contrary to the mixing JT1 → JA1µ = χ¯ji∂µ⊥χi it is not possible
to define consistently the corresponding mixing into the B1-operator χ¯jAµ⊥iχi.
A related problem appears, however, for collinear loops. While the mixing of the
B1 operator into itself is well-defined, and has been computed in [22] (see also [28, 29]
for related computation in heavy-quark physics), some of the pole parts of the collinear
contribution to the off-shell regulated matrix element are given by the convolution of
the anomalous dimension with the tree-level matching coefficient similar to (41), which
is again divergent. However, when the convolution is performed in d dimensions be-
fore expanding the collinear loop integral in , it generates a 1/ × 1/p2 term, which
exactly cancels the non-local divergence from the soft loops. Note that a similar can-
cellation of non-local 1/× ln p2 poles between collinear and soft loops already appears
in the computation of the one-loop cusp anomalous dimension (4) at leading power. In
that case, however, the cancellation appears within the anomalous dimension of the A0
operator alone, while at next-to-leading power the cancellation would have to happen
between different entries of the anomalous dimension matrix, each of which is separately
ill-defined.
To solve both problems, that is, to construct a well-defined anomalous dimension
matrix including a consistent treatment of the divergent convolution, we modify the
basis of O(λ) SCET objects. We first define the “singular” B1 operator JB1s µ,
JB1s µ(ti, tj) = χ¯j(tjnj+)Γ
[
1
ini+∂
Aµ⊥i(tini+)
]
χi(tini+) . (42)
Both building blocks in the i-collinear direction are evaluated at the same position ti. The
inverse derivative, which operates only inside the square bracket, translates into a factor
1/x, the momentum fraction carried by the gluon building block, such that the operator
itself, and hence its anomalous dimension, absorbs the singular endpoint behaviour of
the matching coefficient of the standard B1-type operator, when the momentum of the
gluon becomes soft. We then trade the objects JA1µ, JB1µ and JT1 for
JA1µ, JB1µreg , Jˇ ≡ JT1 +
2nµj−
nj−ni−
JB1sµ , (43)
where the “regular” B1 operator is defined by analogy with the “+ distribution” as
JB1µreg (x) = lim
η→0+
[
θ(x− η)JB1µ(x)− ηδ(x− η)
∫ 1
η
dz
JB1µ(z)
z
]
. (44)
The limit η → 0+ should be taken after the convolution integral with the coefficient
function over x is evaluated. The effect of the subtraction is to precisely remove the
1/x term from the coefficient function since this part is already included in the singular
B1 operator. The operator Jˇ is constructed in such a way that the non-local 1/ pole
cancels in the sum of the time-ordered product and singular B1-operator term. The issue
of a divergent convolution does not arise here since the singular B1 operator has the i-
collinear fields at the same position. The originally divergent convolution is implicitly
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part of the operator, hence performed in d dimensions, and the divergence subtracted
by renormalization. Several consistency requirements must be satisfied to make this
construction valid.
First, the two terms added together to Jˇ must have the same divergence and the same
hard matching coefficients to all orders in perturbation theory, so that Jˇ renormalizes as
a single object. Since the time-ordered product operator JT1 inherits its evolution from
the LP A0-operator, the singular B1-operator must have the same anomalous dimension
and coefficient function as JA0. We have seen that this holds for the tree-level matching
coefficients by construction and we checked at the one-loop level that the anomalous
dimension for Jˇ → Jˇ mixing indeed agrees with the one of the leading-power current
JA0. In fact, the combination Jˇ of time-ordered product and singular B1 operator is
reparameterization invariant and, hence, should stay intact to all orders.
Second, the anomalous dimension for the mixing of JB1s → JB1reg(y) must be finite as
y → 0. We find, for the operator with contracted colour indices (CF = 4/3, CA = 3),
γJB1s µ,JB1 νregαβ(y) =
αs
4pi
1
ni+(p1 + p2)
(
Γ
[
(CF − CA/2) γµ⊥iγν⊥i
ln(y¯)
y
+ CFγ
ν
⊥iγ
µ
⊥i
])
αβ
,
(45)
which is indeed finite as y → 0, and thus the mixing terms in the ADM for the new
building block Jˇ are
γJˇ ,JA1 ν = γJT1,JA1 ν ,
γJˇ ,JB1 νregαβ(y) =
2nµj−
nj−ni−
γJB1s µ,JB1 νregαβ(y) , (46)
where we used that JB1s does not mix into JA1 and that JT1 does not mix into JB1reg .
The operator JB1reg(x) is renormalized by the same kernel as the unregularized J
B1(x)
operator [22, 23]. This completes the mixing of O(λ) quark-antiquark (+ gluon) cur-
rents including the soft mixing from eom operators and the renormalization of divergent
convolutions.
Third, and finally, the coefficient function of the unregularized B1 operator must not
be more singular than 1/x as x → 0, and in particular, must not contain 1/x × lnn x
at higher orders, since this would invalidate the subtraction (44) in the definition of
the regular operator. That is, to all orders in αs, we must have C
B1(x) = c(αs)/x +
less singular terms.
The appearance of a divergent convolution with the hard coefficient is a manifes-
tation of the breakdown of naive soft-collinear factorization in SCET. Indeed, the 1/x
behaviour of the tree-level B1-operator matching coefficient appears when the gluon in
the operator, assumed to be collinear, becomes soft. In full QCD, the 1/x behaviour
originates from the coupling of the i-collinear gluon to another collinear direction. This
explains why the cancellation of the non-local pole occurs between the singular part of
the B1-type operator and the time-ordered product with soft gluon exchange between
two collinear directions, and why only the sum Jˇ is well-defined from the renormalization
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perspective. Divergent convolution integrals are familiar in SCET, but usually appear
in the breakdown of factorization between modes of the same virtuality but different
light-cone momentum or rapidity [36], resulting in a divergence that cannot be regulated
dimensionally. Here, however, we encounter divergent convolutions with hard match-
ing coefficients, related to the breakdown of factorization between regions of different
virtuality, collinear and soft, which are regulated dimensionally. A similar problem has
appeared first to our knowledge in the computation of electromagnetic corrections to
Bs → µ+µ− [30], where the computation was performed with an additional analytic reg-
ulator, since modes with different and equal virtuality are required, as well as in [31] in
a context with collinear and soft modes with different virtuality, which resembles more
closely the situation discussed here. However, in both cases the endpoint divergence
arose in a diagram with soft fermion exchange, whereas here it appears in a more stan-
dard context of soft-gluon exchange. We suspect that such divergences are generic for
SCET beyond LP, at least as soon as the collinear directions are no longer back-to-back,
which is always the case when more than two jets are involved. It remains an open
problem whether divergent convolutions in factorization formulas between functions of
different virtuality can always be renormalized by the introducing singular and regular
multi-jet operators as in the simplest case discussed above.
8 Summary
We investigated the mixing of time-ordered products of SCET N -jet operators with
power-suppressed terms in the Lagrangian into N -jet operators and we found that the
KSZ theorem is violated. That is, soft-collinear interaction Lagrangians that are equiv-
alent by the equation of motion yield different anomalous dimensions for the N -jet op-
erators. The violation is caused by the peculiar structure of interactions in SCET,
involving the multipole expansion of soft fields that generates x-dependent terms in the
Lagrangian, resulting in momentum derivatives, and by the fact that the anomalous
dimension must capture a double 1/2 pole per loop, which is related to the cusp anoma-
lous dimension. The eom terms do not affect SCET on-shell matrix elements once the
relevant counterterms have been obtained. However, the mixing of eom operators into
physical operators implies that there is a preferred field representation for the anomalous
dimension calculation, which is the one that reproduces correctly the IR singularities of
QCD.
Notwithstanding this surprising result, SCET is a sensible EFT, since the eom terms
and preferred set of fields are easily identified. Unlike other EFTs, the SCET Lagrangian
is fixed completely by tree-level matching and no new operators are induced to any order
in αs. Thus, even though eom operators mix into physical operators, only a finite number
of such counterterms appears at a given order in the λ expansion. The Lagrangian that
produces the correct anomalous dimension is the one that reproduces the off-shell tree-
level amplitudes in QCD. The additional soft mixing of eom operators must be added to
the one-loop anomalous dimension computed in [22, 23], as illustrated here for the case
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of O(λ) power-suppressed quark-antiquark operators.
We confirmed that the additional soft mixing from eom Lagrangians into A1-type
operators is actually required to reproduce IR divergences of QCD in SCET in more
general kinematic situations. We checked this by performing the on-shell matching for A1
currents in the non-back-to-back kinematic configuration with non-vanishing transverse
momenta with respect to the collinear direction axis. In addition, we checked that at
one loop, the soft region of QCD with off-shell regulator is exactly reproduced at the
integrand level by the sum of SCET physical and eom terms. We also find that the soft
mixing is consistent with reparameterization invariance of SCET and is in fact required
by Lorentz invariance of the cusp anomalous dimension.
Extending the investigation to the mixing into B-type currents revealed divergent
convolution integrals of the hard matching coefficient with the SCET matrix element
for operators with more than one collinear field in a given direction. Such divergences
have been observed before in a few cases involving soft fermion exchange [30, 31], but
here they appear in a comparatively standard situation with soft gluons. They there-
fore seem to be generic and impede a consistent definition of the anomalous dimension
matrix without further considerations. We proposed a split of the B-type operator into
a singular and a regular part, such that the renormalization of the singular operator
includes the consistent renormalization of the endpoint divergence of the convolution
integral. The construction is supported by reparameterization invariance and passes the
available consistency checks. The generality of the proposed solution should be further
studied. The issue is of paramount importance for NLP resummation beyond the leading
logarithms.
Our analysis was formulated in the position-space formulation of SCET [12,13], but
we expect the same results in the label formulation [10, 11]. Although there are no xµ⊥
factors (hence momentum derivatives) in the label SCET Lagrangian, the propagator
denominators with higher powers also appear in this formalism, as well as, evidently,
the soft-collinear double 1/2 poles. Momentum derivatives and x-factors also appear
in the Lagrangian of potential non-relativistic field theory [37, 38]. Nevertheless, we do
not expect a violation of the KSZ theorem in this case, despite the structural similarity
of the O(λ) dipole interaction of the soft gauge field. In non-relativistic systems, the
multipole expansion is performed in the spatial dimensions, rather than the transverse
directions. After performing the integration over the time component of loop momentum,
one obtains ordinary Feynman integrals in three dimensions, which can be regulated
dimensionally. As a result one finds single poles in  only and no convolution integrals
that could be divergent.
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